Storytime
at Schlow
Week 1: September 9
3s, 4s, and 5s

Theme: Jungle and Zoo Animals

Today’s books:

Songs
Opening Song: Hands Go Up

Oh, Have You Seen the Animals?

(tune: “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”)

(tune: “Do You Know the Muffin Man?”)

Hands go up and hands go down

Oh, have you seen the animals
The animals, the animals
Oh, have you seen the animals
That live down at the zoo?

I can turn around and round.
I can jump upon two shoes
I can listen, so can you.
I can sit, I’ll show you how
Storytime is starting now.

The Animals at the Zoo
(tune: “Wheels on the Bus”)
The lions at the zoo go roar, roar, roar
Roar, roar, roar
Roar, roar, roar
The lions at the zoo go roar, roar, roar
All day long!
Snakes hiss
Kangaroos hop

Yes, we have seen an elephant
An elephant, an elephant
Yes, we have seen an elephant
Who lives down at the zoo!
(Tiger, zebra, etc.)

We are Going to the Zoo
(tune: “London Bridge”)
We are going to zoo
To the zoo, to the zoo
We are going to the zoo
Won't you join us?

Action Rhymes and Fingerplays
Open, Shut Them

Five Little Monkeys Sitting in a Tree

Open, shut them

Five little monkeys sitting in a tree

Open, shut them
Give a little clap, clap, clap

Teasing Mr. Alligator, “You can’t catch me!
You can’t catch me!”

Open, shut them

When along comes Mr. Alligator, quiet as can be

Open, shut them

And he SNAPS that monkey right out of that tree!

Put them in your lap, lap, lap
Creep them, crawl them, creep them, crawl them
Right up to your chin, chin, chin
Open wide, your little mouth - ahhhh
But do not let them in, in, in!

Four, three, two, one

